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is 5,400 words for ten-year-old and 7,200 for tvrelve-vear-old
children. Cuff10 reported the following vocabulary for chil-
dren in different grades, as measured by his \ocabulary test:
Grade	Cases	Vocabulary
 3	117	7,425
 4	120	10,395
 5	117	12,460
 6	104	13,965

 7	99	14,910
 8	96	16,800
A more rigorous test of vocabulary knowledge is that of
formulating adequate definitions of the words. An unusu-
ally bright boy of nine years has been known to give sat-
isfactory definitions of 6,000 words; a boy of ten, 10,000.
These, however, are exceptional cases. Many textbooks
now in use in the first three grades carry a vocabulary
load of 5,000 different words. It is evident from a study of
the words used by children in written composition and in
oral speech that the vocabulary they actually use is far
below these estimated vocabularies and that there is a wide
gap between the words they know and the words they use.
On a fifteen-minute free-association test17 a steady increase
was observed from an average of seventy-three words for
second grade children to 191 for children in the eighth
grade. Both the number of words recognized and the num-
ber of words used increases at least until mental maturity.
As the children grow older, the percentage of nouns and
interjections in their conversations tend to decrease, with a
corresponding increase in the percentages of verbs, adverbs,
adjectives, pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions. Un-
fortunately, the language of older children tends to be
less concrete and vivid than that of little children, although
what is lost in picturesqueness may be gained in clarity.
It seems to be easy for children of these ages to acquire
new words as well as to learn new facts in geography and
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